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E-Signatures
Feature-Rich. Elegantly Easy.
More Affordable at Scale. 

The Only Global eSignature Platform Built on 20 Years of 
Leadership in Email Security and Compliance.
Built to Meet Even Your Most Obscure Requirements. 
Handcrafted in California, Served to the World. Since 2000.
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Customer Stories  
We’ve revolutionized how Jungheinrich, a 
global German logistics company, records 
agreement with their customers. They’ve 
now automated e-signatures with RSign 
in 31 business units across 22 countries 
and in 15 languages.



Why We Are Unique
RSign is the only global eSign platform 
designed with a (more) affordable, flexible 
pricing model that adapts to businesses from  
all industries, sizes and regions, and at the same  
time is feature-rich, easy to use and friendlier 
to work with. Built on 20 years of leadership in 
e-security and e-compliance.

E-Signatures

Guided eSign Experience
Blissfully Elegant, Easy and Intuitive 
Easy for signers means happy senders. RSign transforms documents and forms 
into guided, gracefully stylish e-signing experiences. And our expert staff will 
even transform your signed documents into eSign templates for you — easy 
onboarding, fast migration from another system.

eSign Templates Automate Faster
Drag-and-Drop to Create Template Library 
Instantly transform a commonly used form or document into an RSign template. Set up 
once, re-use it forever. Create logic, build rules, or imagine any other eSign document 
control and it’ll be there, in RSign. Close deals fifty times faster and say goodbye to paper.

Digital Forms & Bulk eSign
Power, Efficiency and Agility Combined 
Digitize any form with a click and a swipe. Modernize your business process mentality. 
Paper forms are passé. Web forms need a webmaster. PDF forms are cumbersome to 
share. Doc forms need field alignment wrestling. With RSign, form fill, sign, and data 
extract struggles are no more.

Privacy, Compliance & Legalities
eSign is Great. Legal eSign Rules. 
Security, privacy and compliance are in our DNA. RSign lets you meet the strictest 
eSign laws and privacy regulations wherever you may be, whether GDPR, HIPAA, 
E-IDAS, UETA, ESIGN or whatever you need, we’re here for you with the peace of 
mind that our robust legal eSign audit trail and transaction forensics deliver.

Dynamic API, Integrations & Automation
Embed RSign Into Your World 
We’ve built RSign into the most popular apps, messaging programs, document 
management systems, CRMs, ERPs — any application that lets you print. And 
we’ve got a range of APIs that are configurable to address your every imaginable 
automation need with local experts to work with your teams from design to 
deployment, every step of the way.

Thank you, to the more than 25 million people the world over, who have put their trust in our team and technology, since 2000.
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Breadth of Services
At RSign we’re all about innovation. 
We have grown our platform over two 
decades alongside our customers’ 
and partners’ evolving needs to meet 
all their requirements and scenarios. 
Features, rules, API, turnkey and custom 
integrations; whatever you need, you can 
count on us.

Simplicity 
We believe technology is not just about 
what it can do, but how it feels. That is 
why we have designed and built RSign 
to be robust, yet simple and intuitive 
for all users, whether senders, signers, 
process managers or API owners. RSign is 
blissfully elegant.

Legal Proof®

Compliance and security are in our 
DNA. Each eSign transaction returns 
a legally-binding, court-admissible, 
cryptographically sealed signing 
certificate that is locked to the content 
and audit trail. RSign means Legal 
Proof® eSign evidence.

Identity, Authentication
RSign is built to meet the highest security 
standards worldwide, providing end-to-
end and in-transit encryption, multi-factor 
authentication and more. All aspects of 
the RSign eSignature record can be later 
authenticated: who signed what, with 
whom and when.
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